A novel split kinesin assay identifies motor proteins that interact with distinct vesicle populations
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Identifying the kinesin motors that interact with different vesicle populations is a longstanding and challenging problem with implications for many aspects of cell biology. Here we introduce a new live-cell assay to assess kinesin–vesicle interactions and use it to identify kinesins that bind to vesicles undergoing dendrite-selective transport in cultured hippocampal neurons. We prepared a library of “split kinesins,” comprising an axon-selective kinesin motor domain and a series of kinesin tail domains that can attach to their native vesicles; when the split kinesins were assembled by chemical dimerization, bound vesicles were misdirected into the axon. This method provided highly specific results, showing that three Kinesin-3 family members—KIF1A, KIF13A, and KIF13B—interacted with dendritic vesicle populations. This experimental paradigm allows a systematic approach to evaluate motor–vesicle interactions in living cells.

Introduction

Long-range intracellular vesicle transport toward the plus end of microtubules is principally performed by kinesin family motor proteins. All kinesin family members are structured similarly, with a globular “motor domain” that uses ATP hydrolysis to translocate along microtubules and a “tail domain” that interacts with cargoes, which can include organelles and membrane vesicles, RNA and protein complexes, and other microtubules (Hirokawa et al., 2010). Although the mechanics of motor domain translocation are now relatively well understood, much less is known about how kinesins interact with their cargoes and how kinesin–cargo interactions direct transport to the correct intracellular destinations.

Nerve cells offer a notable example of the importance of these questions. In neurons, directed kinesin-mediated transport is thought to be crucial for the maintenance of neuronal polarity, ensuring that axons and dendrites acquire their correct complement of membrane proteins. Live-cell imaging of cultured neurons shows that microtubule-based transport is selective: vesicles containing dendritic membrane proteins are transported efficiently into the dendrites but do not enter the axon (Burack et al., 2000; Silverman et al., 2001); vesicles containing axonal membrane proteins are not excluded from dendrites, but their transport is biased toward the axon (Burack et al., 2000; Nakata and Hirokawa, 2003). Before the basis of this selectivity can be understood, we need to know the full complement of kinesins that are responsible and how their movements are regulated. Present understanding of these questions is fragmentary, at best.

Solving the “cargo problem” (Terada and Hirokawa, 2000)—that is, determining which kinesins move which cargoes—is challenging because cells express so many different kinesins and contain so many different vesicle populations, to say nothing of other cargoes. To date, two broad approaches have been used to address the cargo problem (Hirokawa and Noda, 2008; Hirokawa et al., 2010). Yeast two-hybrid and immunoprecipitation strategies have identified biochemical interactions between kinesins and many putative cargo proteins or adaptor molecules. Although this approach has yielded many kinesin binding partners, it is not able to provide information about these interactions in vivo, where kinesin–vesicle interactions may be transient and highly regulated. An alternative strategy involves disrupting the function of specific kinesin motors using dominant-negative or RNAi approaches, then examining changes in the expression or localization of presumptive cargo proteins. These approaches require long expression times of the interfering constructs, which can lead to nonspecific secondary effects. In the likely case that a vesicle can be carried by multiple kinesins, false-negative results can only be avoided by coexpressing a large set of constructs. Even when all of these strategies are applied in combination, it is difficult to obtain a complete and...
the FRB-GFP-KIF1A–labeled vesicles were present in both the axon and the dendrites. In this and all subsequent figures, the contrast was inverted so that brightly labeled vesicles appear dark. Bars: (top panels) 20 µm; (high magnification panels) 5 µm. (C and D) Kymographs illustrate the transport of KIF1A-labeled vesicles before (0 min) and 25 min after addition of 1 µM AP21967. Before addition of the linker, labeled vesicles were transported bi-directionally in the axon and the dendrites. After addition of the linker drug, there was a pronounced increase in long-range anterograde events in the axon. Graphs with red lines illustrate all anterograde events visible on the corresponding kymographs. In the kymographs, time is shown on the x axis and position along the neurite on the y axis. Diagonal lines with positive slope represent movements away from the cell body. Time and distance calibration are the same for all kymographs. See also Video 1.

Results

To address the cargo problem, we sought an unbiased, systematic approach capable of identifying the kinesins that contribute to the transport of a given population of vesicles, even if multiple kinesins participate. The idea we chose to explore involved creating an expression library of all of the kinesin tails that might bind a given vesicle population, then developing an assay that resulted in a change in vesicle trafficking only when an expressed tail binds to the vesicle in question. This led to the split kinesin strategy, which allows the expressed kinesin tails to bind an endogenous vesicle population that has been labeled with a fluorescent marker, then links the tails to a constitutively active kinesin motor domain, resulting in a distinctive increase in vesicle movement. The method uses the motor domain of the Kinesin-1 family member KIF5C, whose properties have been well characterized (Hirokawa et al., 2010). When expressed in neurons, the KIF5C motor domain translocates into the axon with high efficiency (Jacobson et al., 2006; Verhey et al., 2011). A series of kinesin tails are fused to the FKBP12-rapamycin-binding (FRB) domain, which can be linked to the constitutively active KIF5C fused to the FKBP domain by addition of the linker drug AP21968, a rapamycin analogue (Belshaw et al., 1996). Kapitein et al. (2010) showed that linking a motor protein to a peroxisomal membrane protein using the FKBP-FRB strategy induced a pronounced increase in peroxisome movement. Using an inducible linker rather than constructing a series of chimeric kinesins provides the advantage that the same cell can be examined before and shortly after creating the active motor protein.

Although the split kinesin strategy is conceptually straightforward, we were uncertain if enough copies of the expressed motor domain will be present in the cell body to link to the expressed tail or if enough copies of the tail will bind the vesicles to alter their movements. As a proof of principle, we attempted to alter the behavior of the vesicles that bind the tail domain of KIF1A. Shin et al. (2003) have shown that GFP-KIF1A labels a specific population of neuronal vesicles that are transported in axons and dendrites. We expressed a GFP-KIF1A tail that had been fused to the FRB domain together with the comprehensive picture of the kinesins that transport a given cargo, and conflicting results are not unusual.

Here we introduce a novel strategy—the split kinesin method—that potentially can identify all of the kinesins that interact with a given fluorescently labeled vesicle population. This method entails the expression of separate constructs encoding a kinesin tail and a kinesin motor domain that can be assembled into a complete kinesin using a linker drug. The kinesin tail binds vesicles, but is incapable of influencing their movement because it lacks a motor domain; the motor domain walks constitutively along microtubules, but cannot move vesicles because it lacks a cargo-binding domain. When the two components are linked together, their assembly leads to a rapid and profound change in the trafficking pattern of only those vesicles that bind the expressed kinesin tail domain.

To demonstrate the application of this method, we use it to determine the kinesins responsible for selective dendritic transport in neurons. We identify three members of the Kinesin-3 family—KIF1A, KIF13A, and KIF13B—that are implicated in the transport of the dendritically polarized cargoes transferrin receptor (TIR) and low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR). For both cargoes tested, we identified two different kinesins that interact with the same vesicle population. Prior results implicate KIF1A in the transport of AMPA receptors (Shin et al., 2003), but the role of KIF13A and KIF13B in dendritic transport has not been previously suspected. Intriguingly, two of the three dendritic kinesins also mediate the axonal transport of other vesicle populations, confirming the hypothesis that kinesins can be steered to the axon or the dendrites depending on whether they interact with an axonal or a dendritic cargo (Setou et al., 2002).
KIF5C motor domain fused to FKBP (Fig. 1 A). The motor domain used in all experiments is KIF5C<sup>559</sup>-tdTM-FKBP. Expression of the GFP-KIF1A construct resulted in the labeling of vesicles in the axon and in dendrites (Fig. 1 B; in this and all subsequent figures, the contrast has been reversed so that fluorescent objects appear dark on a light background). Kymographs before addition of the linker drug showed vesicles moving bi-directionally in both the axon and the dendrite (Fig. 1, C and D). In kymographs, moving vesicles give rise to diagonal lines; lines with a positive slope represent movements away from the cell body. Before the addition of linker drug, vesicles moved in both the axon and dendrites. The movements were relatively short, especially in the dendrites where vesicles seldom traveled more than 10–15 µm. The amount of transport was similar to that in cells expressing full-length GFP-KIF1A (see Fig. 2 A), which indicates that expression of this kinesin tail does not act as a dominant negative. After adding the linker drug, the axonal transport of KIF1A-labeled vesicles increased markedly (Fig. 1 C). A continuous stream of vesicles entered the axon and moved for long distances without pauses or reversals (Video 1). The increase in transport began ~15 min after treatment and peaked between 20 and 30 min. In the dendrites there was no apparent increase in transport, consistent with the observation that KIF5C<sup>559</sup> translocates preferentially to axon tips (Huang and Banker, 2011). This result shows that it is possible to change the trafficking behavior of cargo vesicles by allowing the appropriate kinesin tail domain to interact with a specific vesicle population and chemically linking this tail to a constitutively active motor domain. It is noteworthy that a change in transport can be induced after as little as 15 min of exposure to the linker drug.

**Vesicle populations labeled by GFP-tagged Kinesin-3 family members**

Neurons express some 15 different kinesins thought to mediate vesicle or organelle transport (Silverman et al., 2010). In a screen to identify candidate kinesins that mediate axon- or dendrite-selective transport, Huang and Banker (2011) expressed constitutively active motor domains of all these kinesins in cultured neurons. This work demonstrated that most kinesin motor domains accumulate only in axonal tips (Nakata and Hirokawa, 2003; Jacobson et al., 2006; Nakata et al., 2011). However, the Kinesin-3 family members KIF1A, KIF1Bβ, and KIF13B accumulate in both axon and dendrite tips, as does the Kinesin-4 family member KIF21B (Huang and Banker, 2011). These results indicate that members of the Kinesin-3 and Kinesin-4 families merit investigation as potential motors for dendritically polarized vesicles.

To further explore this possibility, we expressed full-length, N-terminally GFP-tagged versions of these kinesins in cultured hippocampal neurons in order to observe the localization and movements of vesicles they labeled. Although most kinesins do not label vesicles, some members of the Kinesin-3 family label vesicles well enough for live-cell imaging (Lee et al., 2003). Fig. 2 shows representative examples of cells expressing GFP-tagged members of the Kinesin-3 family. The corresponding kymographs show the movement of the labeled vesicles in these cells and compare their patterns of transport. The most consistent vesicle labeling was seen after expression of KIF1A and KIF1Bβ, but in favorable cases it was possible to image vesicles labeled by KIF13A and KIF13B. KIF1A, KIF1Bβ, and KIF13A all labeled vesicles that were transported bi-directionally in axons and dendrites (Fig. 2, A–C). In contrast, vesicles labeled with KIF13B were largely polarized to the dendrites (Fig. 2 D). During live recordings, KIF13B-labeled vesicles rarely entered the axon, but were transported efficiently in the somatodendritic domain of the cell. GFP-tagged Kinesin-4 family members showed a diffuse distribution when expressed in cultured neurons, making it impossible to observe vesicle behavior (not depicted).

These results indicate that KIF13B could be a purely dendritic vesicle motor. The remaining Kinesin-3 motors likely mediate transport of both dendritic and axonal cargo, but are not inherently targeted to a particular domain of the cell.
were present throughout the cell, the KIF5C559-FKBP motor full-length construct (Fig. 2 D). Although the split kinesin tails KIF13B tail was enriched in dendrites (Fig. 4 A), similar to the also labeled vesicles, but even for those tails the stain-...axon, much like soluble GFP. The tails of KIF1A, KIF13B, and through-...nal drug, KIF5C559-FKBP translocates into the axon, (Fig. 3 D). (B) In the absence of linker drug, endogenous motor proteins transport GFP-labeled vesicles in dendrites, but they do not enter the axon. The constitutively active motor domain (black arrows) translocates toward the axonal tip, but does not bind cargo. After the linker drug is added, the split kinesin is assembled, but without interaction between the kinesin tail and the labeled vesicle population, this does not result in any changes in the transport behavior of the vesicles. (C) In case of a positive interaction between the tail and the vesicle, the tail is able to bind the vesicle population immediately after expre-...ation using the split kinesin paradigm, it is necessary that the constitutively active axon-selective kinesin motor domain tagged with tdTomato and fused to FKBP (KIF5C559-tdTM-FKBP), and a myc-tagged kinesin tail domain fused to FRB. The kinesin tail domain binds its endogenous cargo vesicle, but co-assembles with the kinesin motor domain only after addition of the linker drug. [A] Three constructs are expressed together: a vesicle marker labeled with GFP, a constitutively active axon-selective kinesin motor domain tagged with tdTomato and fused to FKBP (KIF5C559-tdTM-FKBP), and a myc-tagged kinesin tail domain fused to FRB. The kinesin tail domain binds its endogenous cargo vesicle, but co-assembles with the kinesin motor domain only after addition of the linker drug. [B] In the absence of linker drug, endogenous motor proteins transport GFP-labeled vesicles in dendrites, but they do not enter the axon. The constitutively active motor domain (black arrows) translocates toward the axonal tip, but does not bind cargo. After the linker drug is added, the split kinesin is assembled, but without interaction between the kinesin tail and the labeled vesicle population, this does not result in any changes in the transport behavior of the vesicles. [C] In case of a positive interaction between the tail and the vesicle, the tail is able to bind the vesicle population immediately after expression. After the addition of linker drug the split kinesin is assembled on the labeled vesicle. [D] Upon the addition of the linker drug, GFP-labeled vesicles that bind the expressed kinesin tail become attached to the constitutively active axonal KIF5C559-FKBP motor domain, which transports them into the axon.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram illustrating the split kinesin assay. [A] Three constructs are expressed together: a vesicle marker labeled with GFP, a constitutively active axon-selective kinesin motor domain tagged with tdTomato and fused to FKBP (KIF5C559-tdTM-FKBP), and a myc-tagged kinesin tail domain fused to FRB. The kinesin tail domain binds its endogenous cargo vesicle, but co-assembles with the kinesin motor domain only after addition of the linker drug. [B] In the absence of linker drug, endogenous motor proteins transport GFP-labeled vesicles in dendrites, but they do not enter the axon. The constitutively active motor domain (black arrows) translocates toward the axonal tip, but does not bind cargo. After the linker drug is added, the split kinesin is assembled, but without interaction between the kinesin tail and the labeled vesicle population, this does not result in any changes in the transport behavior of the vesicles. [C] In case of a positive interaction between the tail and the vesicle, the tail is able to bind the vesicle population immediately after expression. After the addition of linker drug the split kinesin is assembled on the labeled vesicle. [D] Upon the addition of the linker drug, GFP-labeled vesicles that bind the expressed kinesin tail become attached to the constitutively active axonal KIF5C559-FKBP motor domain, which transports them into the axon.

Split kinesin tail constructs express at comparable levels and exist primarily in a soluble pool

Fig. 3 shows how the split kinesin strategy is applied to identify kinesin–cargo interactions in neurons. In the absence of the linker drug, KIF5C559-FKBP translocates into the axon, but this does not affect vesicle transport because this construct is unable to bind the labeled cargo vesicle (Fig. 3 A). The kinesin tail attaches to its natural vesicle population, but this does not lead to vesicle transport because it lacks a motor domain. After the linker drug is added, the transport pattern of vesicles that do not bind the expressed kinesin tail is not altered (Fig. 3 B). In contrast, vesicles that carry the kinesin tail become linked to the constitutively active motor domain (Fig. 3 C), which results in an increase in their transport into the axon (Fig. 3 D).

To change the transport behavior of a given vesicle popula-...kinesin paradigm, it is necessary that the cargo-binding tails are all expressed at sufficient levels. Each split kinesin tail construct consisted of the N-terminal FRB domain, a linker consisting of three myc tags, and the kinesin tail. To confirm expression levels, tails were expressed in cultured hippocampal neurons, which were stained for myc after fixation. Immunostaining for the expressed tails was present throughout the cell body and dendrites and extended far into the axon, much like soluble GFP. The tails of KIF1A, KIF13B, and KIF1Bα also labeled vesicles, but even for those tails the staining showed a primarily soluble distribution (not depicted). The KIF13B tail was enriched in dendrites (Fig. 4 A), similar to the full-length construct (Fig. 2 D). Although the split kinesin tails were present throughout the cell, the KIF5C559-FKBP motor domain was highly concentrated at the tip of the axon and axonal branches (Fig. 4 B), as is KIF5C559 lacking the FKBP domain (Jacobson et al., 2006). Adding the linker drug did not cause an appreciable change in the distribution of either the expressed tail or the kinesin motor domain.

The expression levels of the different tails were quantified by measuring the average intensity of anti-myc staining in the nerve cell body. Fig. 4 C shows the expression levels for all of the split kinesin tails that were used in our screen. The screen included all five members of the Kinesin-3 family that are expressed at high levels in neurons, including both of the prominent splice variants of KIF1B (Materials and methods; Table 1). We also included three other kinesins that have been implicated in dendritic transport: the conventional Kinesin-1 family member KIF5C, which is thought to interact with AMPA receptors (Setou et al., 2002); the Kinesin-2 family member KIF17, which has been implicated in the dendritic transport of NMDA receptor subunits and the Kv4.2 potassium channel (Setou et al., 2000; Chu et al., 2006); and KIF21B, the Kinesin-4 family member that accumulates at both dendritic and axonal tips in the truncated kinesin expression assay (Huang and Banker, 2011). All of the split kinesin tails were present at readily detectable levels. For any given FRB-tail, there was a considerable range in expression level from cell to cell, but the average expression levels of the different tails varied by less than threefold. Thus, it is safe to assume that the FRB-kinesin tails are expressed at high enough levels to interact with their endogenous binding partners.

KIF13A and KIF13B bind transferrin receptor vesicles

Having established the feasibility of this approach, we attempted to use this strategy to identify the kinesin tails that interact with vesicles that undergo dendrite-selective transport. Compared with most axonal vesicles, dendrite-selective vesicles are small and dim and the presence of labeled proteins undergoing synthesis in the dendritic rough endoplasmic reticulum increases background labeling. We chose to label dendritic vesicles by expressing GFP-tagged transferrin receptor (TIR), which provides a comparatively high signal-to-noise ratio, making it possible to image extensive transport in dendrites (Burack et al., 2000; Silverman et al., 2001). TIR is highly polarized to
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Before adding the drug there was robust dendritic transport of TfR, but little transport in the axon (Fig. 5, B and C). There is a small population of dim vesicles that exist in the axon, but almost all of the brightly labeled carriers were restricted to the somatodendritic region of the cell. By 9 min after drug addition, the transport pattern showed a pronounced increase in vesicles undergoing high velocity, long-range anterograde movement in the axon. The trafficking increase reached its maximum between 16 and 23 min (Fig. 5 C; Video 2). Interestingly, the overall intensity of staining in the cell body was measured for at least 15 cells from two separate experiments in each condition. Bar, 20 µm.

Fig. 5 (E–L) shows kymographs representing axonal transport of TfR-GFP in cells expressing a series of different split kinesins. Before adding the linker there was robust dendritic transport of TfR, but little transport in the axon (Fig. 5, B and C). There is a small population of dim vesicles that exist in the axon, but almost all of the brightly labeled carriers were restricted to the somatodendritic region of the cell. By 9 min after drug addition, the transport pattern showed a pronounced increase in vesicles undergoing high velocity, long-range anterograde movement in the axon. The trafficking increase reached its maximum between 16 and 23 min (Fig. 5 C; Video 2). Interestingly, the overall intensity of the proximal axon also increased during this period, as can be seen in the kymographs and the still image (Fig. 5 D).

To identify kinesins that bind TfR vesicles, we coexpressed KIF5C559-FKBP and a series of kinesin tails that had an N-terminal FRB domain and a myc tag (Fig. 5 A). Staining for myc confirmed that more than 90% of cells that were labeled with TfR-GFP coexpressed all three constructs (not depicted). Cells were then recorded before and after the addition of linker drug.

Fig. 5 D shows a cell expressing TfR-GFP, KIF5C559-FKBP, and the FRB-tagged tail of KIF13B, a member of the Kinesin-3 family. Before adding the drug there was robust dendritic transport of TfR, but little transport in the axon (Fig. 5, B and C). There is a small population of dim vesicles that exist in the axon, but almost all of the brightly labeled carriers were restricted to the somatodendritic region of the cell. By 9 min after drug addition, the transport pattern showed a pronounced increase in vesicles undergoing high velocity, long-range anterograde movement in the axon. The trafficking increase reached its maximum between 16 and 23 min (Fig. 5 C; Video 2). Interestingly, the overall intensity of the proximal axon also increased during this period, as can be seen in the kymographs and the still image (Fig. 5 D).

Fig. 5 (E–L) shows kymographs representing axonal transport of TfR-GFP in cells expressing a series of different split kinesins. Before adding the linker drug there was dendritic TfR transport in all cells, which demonstrates that expression of dendrites in both vertebrate and invertebrate neurons, which is reflected in the movement of TfR-containing vesicles; more than ten times as many vesicle movements are observed in a typical dendrite compared with the axon (Jareb and Banker, 1998; Burack et al., 2000; Silverman et al., 2001; Henthorn et al., 2011). Vesicles labeled with TfR-GFP are thought to contain other dendritically polarized proteins as well, including AMPA receptors (Kennedy et al., 2010).
these kinesin tails did not result in dominant-negative effects. After adding the linker, both KIF13A and KIF13B tails gave a strong positive interaction with TfR vesicles, as indicated by the marked enhancement in anterograde axonal transport (Fig. 5, H and I). Based simply on inspection of the recordings, a clear increase in transport was observed in 55% of cells expressing KIF13A and 65% of cells expressing KIF13B. Given the complexity of the assay, which requires expression of multiple constructs and chemical cross-linking between constructs, it is not surprising that some cells expressing KIF13A or KIF13B tails yielded negative results. Expression of KIF1A, KIF1Bβ, KIF1Bβ, KIF5C, KIF17, and KIF21B tails all failed to produce any detectable increase in the movement of TfR vesicles in any cells (Fig. 5, E–G and J–L). This result demonstrates the high specificity of this experimental paradigm.

To quantify changes in transport of TfR vesicles in cells expressing different tails, we prepared kymographs of vesicle transport before and after 20–30 min after adding the linker drug. To reduce the possibility of false-negative results, cells were included in this analysis only if TfR was well polarized (to ensure that an increase in axonal traffic would be obvious) and if the cell displayed robust dendritic transport both before and after addition of the linker drug (to ensure that the transport machinery was fully functional). The results are shown in Fig. 6, which indicates the difference in the number of anterograde events observed in the axon after adding the linker drug for each of the expressed tails. There was a prominent, statistically significant increase in axonal transport in cells expressing KIF13A and KIF13B. In cells expressing the other kinesin tails there was a small decrease in transport 20–30 min after adding the linker drug. This likely reflects a slight inhibition of transport due to phototoxicity as a result of the extensive imaging required to quantify transport (typically 180–240 exposures over 30 min).

### Low-density lipoprotein receptor vesicles interact with KIF1A and KIF13B

To further explore the utility of the split kinesin assay we used this strategy to identify the kinesins that interact with vesicles carrying a different dendritic cargo protein, low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR). LDLR is not endogenously expressed by hippocampal neurons, but when expressed it is highly polarized to the dendritic surface and vesicles labeled by GFP-tagged LDLR undergo dendrite-selective transport (Jareb and Banker, 1998; Silverman et al., 2001). TfR and LDLR are thought to leave the Golgi in the same vesicles, based on analysis of their sorting signals, but their endocytic recycling pathways diverge (Jareb and Banker, 1998; Gan et al., 2002; May et al., 2007).

We expressed GFP-LDLR and KIF5C595-FKBP with the same series of FRB-kinesin tails, and then looked for a change in trafficking after addition of linker drug (Fig. 7). Representative kymographs from this series of experiments confirm the extremely high specificity of this experimental approach (Fig. 7, B–I). Only cells expressing KIF1A and KIF13B tails showed the characteristic increase of axonal transport that signifies a tail–vesicle interaction (Fig. 7, B and F). The remaining kinesins that were tested, KIF1Bβ, KIF1Bβ, KIF13A, KIF21B, KIF17, and KIF5C failed to cause a change in transport (Fig. 7, C–E and G–I). Based on inspection of the recordings, all cells expressing KIF1A (8 of 8) and 72% of cells expressing KIF13B showed a clear increase in LDLR vesicles entering the axon when the linker drug was added. One of ten cells expressing the KIF13A tail was positive. All of the remaining tails yielded exclusively negative results.

Quantification of these results based on kymograph analyses are shown in Fig. 7 J. A statistically significant increase in the number of anterograde movements of LDLR vesicles was observed in cells expressing KIF1A and KIF13B tails. No significant changes in transport were observed in cells expressing other tails. These results again document the selectivity of this assay.

Because vesicles labeled by GFP-LDLR, but not TfR-GFP interact with KIF1A and the reverse is true for KIF13A, these two pools of vesicles cannot be identical. Because TfR and LDLR differ in some aspects of their endosomal recycling it is possible that this is reflected in the differential binding observed with KIF1A and KIF13A. However, a subpopulation of endosomes contains both TfR and LDLR and this population may be moved by KIF13B (Maxfield and McGraw, 2004).

### Altered kinesin-driven transport of TfR vesicles causes TfR to recycle through the axonal plasma membrane

Having identified kinesin tails that interact with dendritic vesicles, we wanted to determine if prolonged activation of a split kinesin can lead to a detectable increase in dendritic proteins in the axon and whether the mistargeted vesicles are capable of fusing with the membrane and delivering dendritic proteins to the axonal surface. To address these questions, cells expressing TfR-GFP,
Figure 5. **KIF13A and KIF13B tails bind transferrin receptor vesicles.** (A) A schematic showing the three constructs expressed in this assay before and after assembly of the split kinesin. (B) Kymographs showing the transport of TfR vesicles in dendrites before assembly of the split kinesin in two different dendrites. (C) Kymographs showing the transport of TfR vesicles in the axon before and at varying times after adding the linker drug (AP 21967, 1 µM) in a cell expressing the FRB-KIF13B tail. Before adding the linker drug there was far less vesicle transport in the axon than the dendrites (compare with B). After drug-induced assembly of the split kinesin there was a pronounced increase in long-range anterograde vesicle transport in the axon. Time and distance calibration are the same for kymographs in B and C. (D) Images showing the cell body and proximal axon of the neuron imaged immediately before (0 min) and after 16 min of treatment with linker drug. Note the increase in intensity of TfR-GFP in the axon after 16 min. Bar, 20 µm. (E–L) Kymographs illustrating axonal transport of TfR-GFP vesicles in hippocampal neurons expressing different split kinesin tail constructs. The kymographs show the transport of TfR vesicles in the axon before (0 min) and 14–28 min after addition of the linker drug. There was no change in the overall transport of TfR vesicles when KIF1A, KIF1Bα, KIF1Bβ, KIF5C, KIF17, or KIF21B tails were expressed. In contrast, there was a large increase in the long-range anterograde transport events of TfR vesicles when KIF13A (H) or KIF13B (I) tails were used. See also Video 2. Time and distance calibrations are the same for kymographs in E–L.
KIF5C\textsuperscript{559}-FKBP, and FRB-KIF13B tail were treated with linker drug for 4 h. The total amount of TfR-GFP in the axon was assessed by measuring GFP fluorescence and the TfR-GFP that was capable of cycling between the cell surface and axonal endosomes detected by staining living cells with antibodies against GFP (which was present in the ectodomain of TfR). Fig. 8 A shows a control cell (not exposed to the linker drug) and a treated cell. The control cell displayed strong GFP fluorescence in the dendrites but not the axon. Exposing the intact cell to antibody also revealed extensive dendritic staining, indicating that the expressed TfR-GFP was capable of cycling between endosomes and the dendritic surface. A higher magnification view of the boxed region shows how little TfR was present in the axon. In the cell treated with linker drug for 4 h, a strong punctate TfR signal was present in the axon as well as in the dendrites. The high magnification inset shows that there was an increase in the diffusely distributed signal, which likely represents TfR present on the axonal surface, as well as an accumulation of TfR in punctuate structures in the axon. Many of these latter objects probably represent endosomes that formed while the cells were exposed to anti-GFP antibody.

Fig. 8 B shows line-scan quantifications of the boxed region of the axon for the control and treated cells. Although there is little variation in intensity along the axon of control cells, the 4 h-treated cells show a strong increase in punctate fluorescence of TfR-GFP. Most peaks in the control cell are lower than the minimum brightness of the treated cell and the maxima in the treated axon are up to sixfold higher than those of the untreated control. Staining living cells with antibody to detect TfR that cycled through the cell surface showed a comparable increase, demonstrating that TfR vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane when they are misdirected to the axon.

Quantitative analysis of 28 cells shows that linking KIF13B tail to KIF5C motor domain significantly increased both total axonal TfR and TfR exposed on the axonal surface (Fig. 8 C). Although there were treated cells with TfR levels that fell within the control range, in most cases there was a marked increase in axonal TfR. This result is consistent with the live-cell assays, in which axonal transport increases were seen in only \( \sim 65\% \) of cells.

These results confirm that the KIF13B split kinesin can misdirect TfR, causing it to accumulate in the axon over time. But more importantly, they show that vesicles containing dendritic proteins are capable of fusing with the plasma membrane if they enter the axon. There is no fail-safe mechanism to prevent mistargeted vesicles from delivering dendritic proteins to the axonal surface. Thus, selective dendritic transport plays a crucial role in preventing dendritically polarized proteins from reaching the incorrect cellular domain.

**Discussion**

**A new method for elucidating kinesin-vesicle interactions**

In the experiments presented here we introduce a new method to identify kinesin–vesicle interactions in living cells and use it to identify three Kinesin-3 family members that bind to vesicles containing dendritically polarized proteins. The split kinesin assay reveals the high degree of selectivity that governs kinesin–vesicle interactions. For example, KIF1A binds vesicles labeled by LDLR-GFP and pulls them into the axon after split kinesin assembly, but the closely related family members KIF1B\textalpha and KIF1B\textbeta yielded entirely negative results in this assay. Likewise, the highly homologous kinesins KIF13A and KIF13B exhibit distinct vesicle-binding specificities. The split kinesin assay provides a unique perspective on kinesin–cargo selectivity because it can be used to probe interactions between a defined vesicle population and a broad range of kinesins. Defining how specific motors are selectively linked to their vesicular cargoes remains a challenging problem (Akmanova and Hammer, 2010), and current methods do not allow an unbiased evaluation of interactions between a given vesicle population and all relevant kinesin family members.

In principle, the split kinesin assay is capable of identifying the kinesins that interact with any fluorescently labeled vesicle population in any cell type, so long as linking the vesicles to a constitutively active motor domain will result in a distinctive pattern of transport. One advantage of this method is the high specificity with which it detects kinesin–vesicle interactions. Of the sixteen possible tail–vesicle combinations tested in our screen, only four combinations yielded a positive readout. Interactions that were scored as positive caused a pronounced increase in transport in 55–90\% of recorded cells. This is a striking result because there was essentially no axonal transport of these vesicles in the same cells before assembling the split kinesins.
Conceivably, overexpression of a kinesin tail could enable it to bind vesicles nonspecifically, but the selectivity of the kinesin binding observed in these experiments suggests that this is unlikely.

The likelihood of false negatives in this assay is more difficult to evaluate. We have not established that every kinesin tail used in the screen can be induced to bind the split kinesin motor domain, although it seems likely that they all behave similarly. All of these kinesins have an N-terminal motor domain, which we removed and replaced with the FRB domain that is necessary to assemble the split kinesin. Because the expressed KIF5C motor domain is constitutively active, it builds up in the axon tips of the expressing cells and only a small fraction of the total motor is able to attach to vesicles in the soma. Therefore, low expression of the motor domain could lead to a negative result. Similarly, kinesin tail expression must be adequate to enable enough copies to bind to the vesicles, even in the presence of endogenous kinesins, to produce a clear change in transport once the split kinesin is assembled. However, this is not likely a problem in the experiments presented here, as we observed a strong positive interaction with one of the lower expressing kinesin tails, KIF13A.

Figure 7. **KIF1A and KIF13B tails bind low-density lipoprotein receptor vesicles.** (A) The three constructs expressed in this assay before and after assembly of the split kinesin. (B–I) Kymographs illustrating axonal transport of LDLR-GFP vesicles in hippocampal neurons expressing different split kinesin tail constructs. The kymographs show the transport of LDL vesicles in the axon before (0 min) and 13–21 min after addition of the linker drug. There was no change in the overall transport of TfR vesicles when KIF1Bα, KIF1Bβ, KIF13A, KIF5C, KIF17, or KIF21B tails were expressed. In contrast, there was a large increase in the long-range anterograde transport events of LDLR vesicles when KIF1A (B) or KIF13B (F) tails were used. (J) The difference in the amount of anterograde transport before and 15–30 min after adding linker drug (number of anterograde events after drug minus number of anterograde events before drug; mean ± SEM). A statistically significant increase in axonal transport of LDLR vesicles was observed in cells expressing FRB-KIF1A and FRB-KIF13B tails (Wilcoxon signed rank test; P < 0.01). n = 7–11 cells per condition. Time and distance calibration are the same for all kymographs.
the induction of a considerable change in the distribution of the target vesicle, such fixed-cell experiments are far less time consuming than those that require live-cell imaging. In many cultured cells, microtubules are oriented with their minus ends near the centrosome and their plus ends near the cell

Figure 8. Accumulation of misdirected TfR in the axon.
In cells expressing TfR-GFP, a KIF13B split kinesin, and soluble eBFP2 (to enable visualization of the entire axonal and dendritic arbor), incubation with the linker drug for 4 h significantly increased axonal TfR. To detect the TfR that reached the cell surface, live staining was performed using a monoclonal antibody against the extracellular GFP tag. (A) Representative control and treated cells showing the eBFP2 fill, TfR-GFP, and TfR that could be labeled from the cell surface in living cells. Note the prominent TfR fluorescence present in the treated cell. Bar, 20 µm. Boxed regions of the axon are shown at high magnification below. High magnification bar, 5 µm. (B) Line scans of the boxed regions of the axons in A show a pronounced increase in total TfR-GFP (left) and in TfR that reached the cell surface (right). A.U., arbitrary units. (C) Dot plots showing the average fluorescence intensity of TfR-GFP (left) and of TfR that could be labeled from the cell surface (right) in the axons of control cells and cells exposed to the linker drug (1 µM AP21967 for 4 h). Both total TfR and TfR that was accessible to extracellular antibody were significantly increased (t test, P < 0.001 and P < 0.005, respectively). Each point represents one cell; horizontal bars show means and SDs.

Further applications of the split kinesin approach
Adaptations of this method are likely to have a broad range of applications. We show that this method can be used in live-cell experiments as well as in fixed cells. Although the latter requires
By comparison, the observation that KIF13A and KIF13B selectively bind dendritic vesicles was quite surprising. Neither of these kinesins has previously been implicated in dendritic transport. Little is known about cargoes carried by KIF13A, but it has been shown to interact with the AP-1 adaptor complex and to play a role in the transport of mannose-6-phosphate receptor (Nakagawa et al., 2000). KIF13B has previously been implicated in the transport of PIP₃ to growing axons at early stages of development, but it also interacts with an isoform of SAP97, which largely localizes to postsynaptic sites in dendrites (Rumbaugh et al., 2003; Horiguchi et al., 2006; Yoshimura et al., 2010). GFP-tagged KIF13B labels vesicles that are dendritically polarized—indeed, it is the only kinesin we have found that is exclusively associated with dendritic vesicles. Thus, the main role of KIF13B in mature neurons may be as a motor for dendritic transport.

**Mechanisms underlying dendrite-selective transport**

Selective transport is fundamental for the establishment and maintenance of neuronal polarity, but the underlying mechanisms and the role played by kinesin motors are still unclear. Two principal models have been proposed to explain the role of kinesins in selective dendritic transport. The “smart motor” hypothesis posits the existence of a subset of kinesins that can distinguish structural differences between axonal and dendritic microtubules and translocate preferentially to one or the other domain (Burack et al., 2000; Henthorn et al., 2011). Binding of a vesicle to a smart dendritic kinesin would of itself ensure its dendrite-selective transport. The alternative “cargo steering” or “cargo regulatory” hypothesis proposes that a single kinesin may mediate either axon- or dendrite-directed transport, depending on whether it interacts with a vesicle containing axonal or dendritic proteins (Setou et al., 2002). In support of this hypothesis, both KIF5 and KIF1A, which play a well-documented role in axonal transport, also interact with dendritically polarized glutamate receptors (Setou et al., 2002; Shin et al., 2003).

We show here that KIF1A interacts with dendritically polarized LDLR vesicles. These results are inconsistent with the smart motor hypothesis. KIF13A, which is present on dendrite-selective TIR-containing vesicles, also associates with vesicles that are transported into the axon (Fig. 2), although the cargo contained in these vesicles has not yet been identified. A recent study in *Drosophila* showed that Khc, a member of the Kinesin-1 family, participates in the dendrite-selective transport of some cargoes and mediates axonal transport of other cargoes (Henthorn et al., 2011). Of all the kinesins we examined, only KIF13B has some of the characteristics of a smart motor—GFP-tagged KIF13B is associated with vesicles that are largely confined to the somatodendritic domain. However, the motor domain of KIF13B is capable of walking on axonal microtubules, which suggests that other factors also regulate the translocation selectivity of this kinesin (Huang and Banker, 2011).

The axon initial segment marks the boundary between the axonal and somatodendritic domains and vesicles carrying dendritic proteins do not proceed beyond this boundary (Burack et al., 2000; Rasband, 2010). Several models suggest that the transport of dendritic vesicles is inhibited when they reach this region of the cell, either due to entrapment in an actin meshwork (Song et al., 2009), to the action of myosins that link dendritic vesicles to actin filaments (Lewis et al., 2009), or to a change in
the balance between kinesin- and dynemin-based motility. Finally, entry into the axon may depend on whether or not a kinesin walks efficiently on the unique subset of microtubules that traverse the initial segment (Nakata and Hirokawa, 2003; Leterrier et al., 2011; Nakata et al., 2011). The results presented here impact all of these models. Any model of selective transport must explain how kinesins are prevented from entering the axon when they carry a dendritic vesicle but are perfectly capable of passing through the initial segment when they carry an axonal vesicle. Elucidating the molecular mechanisms that enable cargo binding to regulate kinesin translocation will be essential in refining our understanding of selective vesicle transport.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

Primary hippocampal neurons were prepared as described previously (Koeh and Banker, 2006; Koeh et al., 2012). Hippocampi were dissected from E18 rats, trypsinized, dissociated, and plated on poly-l-lysine-treated 18-mm glass coverslips. Cultures were grown in minimal essential medium with N2 supplements and maintained at 37°C in an incubator with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Constructs were transfected into stage 4 hip- pocampal neurons (8–12 d in culture) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and allowed to express for 8–18 h before imaging.

Constructs

Full-length plus end–directed kinesins consist of an N-terminal motor domain that interacts with microtubules, which is directly followed by a neck linker and a coiled-coil that facilitates dimerization. The motor domain used in all experiments was KIF5C559-tdTM-FKBP. KIF5C homodimerizes and forms a constitutively active motor that moves to the plus end of microtubules (Friedman and Vale, 1999; Jacobson et al., 2006). Kinesin tails were all engineered following the same strategy: The N-terminal motor domain was removed and replaced with an FRB-3myc domain (see Table 1 for details). All constructs were cloned into the pCAG expression vector.

The linkage of tail to the active motor domain was induced by treating cells expressing motor and tail constructs with AP21697, a rapamycin analogue (Muthuswamy et al., 1999; Kaple et al., 2010). Human TR (NCBI protein database accession no. M11507) was tagged with eGFP at its C terminus (Jareb and Banker, 1998; Burack et al., 2000; Silverman et al., 2001); human LDLR (GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession no. NM_000527) was Nterminally tagged by insertion of eGFP downstream of the signal sequence.

Imaging

During live imaging, cells were maintained at 32–34°C in a heated chamber (Warner Instruments) containing Hibernate E without phenol red (Brain-Bits supplemented with B27 [Invitrogen]). Objectives were warmed to 34°C (Biophotens Inc.). Images were acquired using a microscope (model TE2000; Nikon) equipped with a spinning-disk confocal-head (model CSU10, Yokogawa Corporation of America; Solamere Technology Group, Salt Lake City, UT) and were captured with a CCD camera (Orca-ER, Hamamatsu Photonics). Samples were illuminated with a KrAr ion laser (Innova 70C; Coherent, Inc.). A Plan-Apo 60x 1.45 NA objective (Nikon) was used to acquire image streams. During image acquisition, z axis movement was controlled with the Perfect Focus system on the TE2000 microscope (Nikon). Image streams of 60–90 frames (600–750 ms/frame) were acquired before drug addition and at 10–15-min intervals after adding the dimerizing drug. For further details, see Koeh et al. (2012). Images for Fig. 2 were obtained using a microscope (model DM RXA; Leica) with a 63x Plan-Apo 1.32 NA objective and were captured using a CCD camera (Micromax; Princeton Instruments). Cells were maintained as above but using imaging media consisting of HBSS with Ca2+, Mg2+, and 10 mM Hepes (Gibco) with 0.6% glucose. MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices) was used to drive microscopes and analyze movies.

Images of fixed cells were acquired with a microscope (Observer Z1; Carl Zeiss) and AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss) using an UCI Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4NA objective and an AxioImager MRM camera (Carl Zeiss). Mosaic images were acquired using MosaicXLT software of AxioVision and aligned using MetaMorph. In all figures, the contrast has been reversed so that fluorescent objects appear dark on a light background.

Antibody staining

To detect expressed TR-GFP that could be labeled from the cell surface, living neurons were incubated in primary antibody against GFP (Roche) diluted 1:100 in culture medium for 7–10 min at 37°C. Coverslips were then rinsed in PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/4% sucrose in PBS and permeabi- lized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS. Cells were incubated in 0.50% fish skin gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 1 h at 37°C to block nonspecific antibody-binding sites. Coverslips were then incubated in Alexa Fluor 555–conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen) for 1 h at 37°C.

To evaluate the expression levels of split kinesin tails, neurons expressing each of the tail constructs were fixed and permeabilized as de- scribed above. The Myc epitope tag was detected by incubating cultures for 1 h at room temperature with primary antibody 9E10 (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted 1:350. The cells were washed, then incubated for 45 min with Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen).

Quantification

For quantification of vesicle transport, time–distance “kymographs” of vesicle motion were generated using MetaMorph software. To determine the number of anterograde events, positively sloped lines were traced on the kymographs and the coordinates of these regions were transferred to an Excel spreadsheet. Anterograde events that extended at least 3 μm were counted. This analysis was completed by an observer who was blinded to the identity of the kinesin tail expressed and whether or not cells had been exposed to the linker drug.

To quantify the fluorescence of TR-GFP and anti-GFP staining to detect cell surface TR-GFP, two regions (proximal and medial) were drawn on the axons using the soluble eBFP2 signal as a guide. A threshold was applied to these regions, then they were transferred to the TR images and the average fluorescence for each region was calculated. An average background fluorescence value was determined from several regions containing unlabeled cell bodies. A minimum of 15 cells was evaluated per condition from at least two different cultures.

To quantify expression of myc-tagged kinesin tails, a region was drawn around the cell body using the soluble eBFP2 signal as a guide. A threshold was applied to this region, then it was transferred to the myc image and the average fluorescence was calculated. An average background fluorescence value was determined from several regions containing unlabeled cell bodies. A minimum of 15 cells was evaluated per condition from at least two different cultures.

Online supplemental material

Video S1 shows that axonal transport of FRB-GFP-KIF1A–labeled vesi- cles increases rapidly after they are linked to a constitutively active, axonally targeted kinesin motor domain. Video S2 shows that axonal transport of TR-GFP–labeled vesicles increases rapidly after they are linked to a constitutively active axonal motor through the FRB-3myc-KIF13B tail. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201205070/DC1.
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Video 1. Vesicles that bind GFP-KIF1A tail are moved rapidly into the axon after chemical dimerization to a KIF5C<sup>FKBP</sup> motor domain. A hippocampal neuron transfected with a split kinesin consisting of an FRB-GFP–labeled KIF1A tail and a KIF5C<sup>FKBP</sup> motor domain and its axon is shown. Images were acquired by stream acquisition on a microscope (model TE2000; Nikon) equipped with a spinning-disk confocal head (model CSU10; Yokogawa Corporation of America). The movie shows KIF1A vesicle movement before and 40 min after the addition of the linker drug. 750-ms exposures were taken every 1.5 s during 96-s recordings (60 frames). The movie is sped up to 24x real time. Bar, 10 µm.

Video 2. KIF13B tail binds TfR vesicles. A hippocampal neuron transfected with TfR-GFP, the KIF5C<sup>FKBP</sup> motor domain, and FRB-3myc-KIF13B tail and its axon is shown. Images were acquired by stream acquisition on a spinning disk confocal microscope (model TE2000; Nikon) with a spinning-disk confocal head (model CSU10; Yokogawa Corporation of America). The movie shows transport of TfR-GFP–labeled vesicles in the axon before and 16 min after the addition of the linker drug. 750-ms frames were taken every 750 ms during 96-s recordings (120 frames). The movie is sped up to 12x real time. Bar, 10 µm.